Abstract. The tedious process of corrective and perfective maintenance is often automated thanks to rewriting rules using tools such as Spoon or Coccinelle. These tools consider rules as black-boxes, and compose multiple rules by giving the output of a given rewriting as input to the next one. It is up to the developer to identify the right order (if it exists) among all the different rules. In this paper, we define a formal model compatible with the black-box assumption that reifies the modifications (∆s) made by each rule. Leveraging these ∆s, we propose a way to safely compose multiple rules when applied to the same program by (i) ensuring the isolated application of the different rules and (ii) yield unexpected behaviors that were silently ignored before. We assess this approach by applying rewriting rules used to fix anti-patterns existing in Android applications to external pieces of software available on GitHub.
Introduction
It is a commonplace to state that "software evolves", and it is part of software developers' duty to support and operate such an evolution. On the one hand, the adaptive and perfective evolution [8] of a piece of software to address new requirements is taken into account by software development methodologies and project management methods [20] . On the other hand, this evolution [8] is not correlated to the addition of immediate business value in the program. It covers time-consuming and error prone activities, including software migration (e.g., moving from Python 2.x to Python 3.x); framework upgrade (e.g., supporting upcoming versions of Android for a mobile application); implementation of best practices that change along time (e.g., following vendor guidelines to rewrite Docker deployment descriptors); code refactoring (e.g., to introduce design patterns) or bugs/anti-patterns correction.
The second form of evolution is usually automated as much as possible, using tools working directly on the source code. For example, migrating from Python 2.x to 3.x is automated using the 2to3 shell command [15] . In a broader way, any up-to-date IDE provides automated refactoring options to ease the work of software developers. In 2006, Muller et al coined the term of collateral evolution to address the issues that appear when developing linux drivers: the kernel libraries continuously evolve, and device-specific drivers must be ported to support the new APIs. To tame this challenge, they develop the Coccinelle tool [13] , used to rewrite C code and generate patches automatically applied to the Linux kernel to correct bugs or adapt drivers, in a fully automated way. In the Java ecosystem, the Spoon tool [14] (also released in 2006) allows one to write processors that adapt Java source code in various way, such as code refactoring, automated bug-fixing or anti-patterns fixing [5] . At runtime, both tools consider rewriting rules as black boxes, applied to a program to generate a patched one.
Contrarily to abstract rewriting machines that focus on the confluence, fixed point identification and termination of the rewriting process [7] for a given set of rewriting rules, the previously cited tools took an opposite point of view. They do not consider the confluence of rules application, and generalize the classical function composition operator (•) to compose rules: each rule r i is a black-box that consumes a program p to produce a new program p . Rules are sequentially applied to the input program to yield the final one, passing intermediate results to each others. The main issue with this assumption is the impact of overlapping rules on the yielded program. Considering large software systems where separation of concerns matters, each code rewriting function is defined independently. As a consequence, if two rules do not commute (r 1 (r 2 (p)) = r 2 (r 1 (p))), it is up to the developer to (i) identify that these rules are conflicting inside the rules sequence, and (ii) fix the rules or the application sequence to yield the expected result. Classical term rewriting methods cannot be applied to these tools, as it breaks the underlying black-box assumption: a rewriting function cannot be opened to reason on its intrinsic definition, and only the result of its application on a given program can be analyzed.
In this paper, we propose an approach to support the safe reuse of code rewriters defined as black-boxes. The originality of the approach is to reason on the modifications (i.e., the deltas) produced by code rewriters, when the application to the program guarantees that each one is successfully applied, or to detect conflicts when relevant. We give in Sec. 2 background information about black-box rewriters, using Coccinelle and Spoon as examples. Then, Sec. 3 defines a formal model to represent deltas and Sec. 4 describes how conflicts can be identified based on this representation. The approach is implemented in the Java ecosystem, and Sec. 5 describes how the contribution is implemented and then applied to identify rewriting conflicts when automatically patching Android mobile applications with respect to Google guidelines. Finally, Sec. 6 describes related work and Sec. 7 concludes the paper by describing perspectives of this work from both theoretical and empirical point of views.
Background and challenges
In this section, we focus on two tools that exist in the state of practice (Coccinelle and Spoon) to automate code rewriting, so to identify the challenges our contribution addresses.
Using Coccinelle to patch the Linux Kernel
As stated in the introduction, the Coccinelle tool is used to automatically fix bugs in the C code that implements the Linux kernel, as well as backporting device-specific drivers [16] . These activities are supported by allowing a software developer to define semantic patches. A semantic patch contains (i) the declaration of free variables in a header identified by at symbols (@@), and (ii) the patterns to be matched in the C code coupled to the rewriting rule. Statements to remove from the code are prefixed by a minus symbol (-), statements to be added are prefixed by a plus symbol (+), and placeholders use the ... wildcard. For example, the rule R k (Fig. 1a) illustrates how to rewrite legacy code in order to use a new function available in the kernel library instead of the previous API. It describes a semantic patch removing any call to the kernel memory allocation function (kmalloc, l.5 ) that is initialized with 0 values (memset, l.8 ), and replacing it by an atomic call to kzalloc (l.6 ), which do both at the very same time. Wildcards can define guards, for example here the patch cannot be applied if the allocated memory was changed in between (using the when keyword). Fig. 1b describes another semantic patch used to fix a very common bug, where the memory initialization is not done properly when using pointers (l.8 ).
These two examples are excerpts of the examples available on the tool webpage 3 . Considering these two semantic patches, the intention of applying the first one (R k ) it to use call to kzalloc whenever possible in the source code, and the intention associated to the second one (R m ) is to fix bad memory allocation. In the state of practice, applying the two patches, in any orders, does not produce any error. However, the application order matters. For example, when applied to the sample program p c described in Fig. 1c :
The erroneous memset is fixed (Fig. 1c, l.13 ), and as a consequence the kzalloc optimization is also applied to the fixed memset, merging l.11 and l.13 into a single memory allocation call. In this order, the two initial intentions are respected in p km : all the erroneous memory allocations are fixed, and the atomic function kzalloc is called whenever possible. This is the expected result depicted in Fig. 1d .
In this order, the erroneous memory allocations are fixed after the kzalloc merge. As a consequence, it is possible to forgot some of these kzalloc calls when it implies badly defined memset. Considering p c , l.5 and l.7 are not mergeable until l.7 pointer is fixed, leading to a program p mk where the intention of R k is not respected: the kzalloc method is not called whenever it is possible in the final program. 
Using Spoon to fix anti-patterns in Android applications
Spoon is a tool defined on top of the Java language, which works at the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) level. It provides the AST of a Java source code and let the developer define her transformations. A Spoon rewriter is modeled as a Processor, which implements an AST to AST transformation. It is a Java class that analyses an AST by filtering portions of it (identified by a method named isToBeProcessed), and applies a process method to each filtered element, modifying this AST. Spoon reifies the AST through a meta-model where all classes are prefixed by Ct: CtClasses contains CtMethods made of CtExpressions.
We consider here two processors defined according to two different intentions. The first one, implemented in a file NPGuard.java (R np ), is a rewriter used to protect setters 4 from null pointer assignment by introducing a test that prevents an assignment to the null value to an instance variable in a class. The second one (IGSInliner.java, R igs ) implements a guideline provided by Google when developing mobile application in Java using the Android framework. Inside a given class, a developer should directly use an instance variable instead of access- 
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String snippet = parameter . getSimpleName () + " != null " ; ing it through its own getter or setter (Internal Getters Setters anti-pattern). This is one (among others) way to improve the energy efficiency of the developed application with Android 5 . Like in the Coccinelle example, these two processors work well when applied to Java code, and always yield a result. However, order matters as there is an overlap between the add of the null check in R np and the inlining process implemented by R igs . As described in Fig. 3 , when composing these two rules, if the guard mechanism is introduced before the setters are inlined, the setters will not be inlined as they do not conform to the setter definition with the newly introduced if statement. We depict in Fig. 3 how these processor behave on a simple class p j . Inlining setters yields p igs , where internal calls to the setData method are replaced by the contents of the associated method (Fig. 3b , l.11 ). When introducing the null guard, the contents of the setData method is changed (Fig. 3c , l.5-8 ), which prevents any upcoming inlining:
It is interesting to remark that, when considering R igs and R np to be applied to the very same program, one actually expects the result described in Fig. 3d : internal setters are inlined with the initial contents of setData, and any external call to setData is protected by the guard.
Challenges associated to rewriting rules reuse
Based on these two examples that come from very different worlds, we identify the following challenges that need to be addressed to properly support the safe reuse of code rewriters. These challenges define the scope of requirements associated to our contribution. As rewriting tools are part of the state of practice in software engineering (e.g., for scalability purpose when patching the whole Linux kernel), an approach supporting the reuse of rewriting rules must be aligned with the assumptions made by these tools, i.e., consider their internal decisions as black boxes.
C 1 Rules isolation. When rules overlaps, it is not possible to apply the two rules in isolation, as the result of a rule is used to feed the other one. It is important to support isolation when necessary.
3 Using deltas to isolate rule applications (C 1 )
In this section, we focus on the definition of a formal model that supports the safe reuse of code rewriters, w.r.t. the challenges identified in the previous section. This model directly addresses the first challenge of rule isolation (C 1 ). It also provides elementary bricks to support the conflict detection one (Sec. 4). We model a code rewriter ρ ∈ P as a pair of two elements: (i) a function ϕ ∈ Φ used to rewrite the AST, coupled to (ii) a checker function χ ∈ X used to validate a postcondition associated to the rewriting 6 . The postcondition validation is modeled as a boolean function taking as input the initial AST and the resulting one, returning true when the postcondition is valid, and false elsewhere. For a given p ∈ AST , applying ϕ to it yields an AST p where χ(p, p ) holds. This model supports the formalization of the rewriting rules exemplified in the previous section, and also automates the validation of the developer's intention on the yielded program.
Working with functions that operate at the AST level does not provide any support to compose these functions excepting the classical composition operator •. When combined with the postcondition validation introduced in the model, it supports the apply operator that classically exists in the rewriting tools. The rules [ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n ] to be applied are consumed in sequence, leading to a situation where only the last postcondition (χ 1 ) can be ensured in the resulting program, by construction.
Using this operator leads to scheduling issues, as it implies strong assumptions on the functions to be commutative. We build here our contribution on top of two research results: Praxis [2] and a parallel composition operator [12] . These two approaches share in common the fact that instead of working on a model (here an AST), they rely on the sequence of elementary actions used to build it. Praxis demonstrated that for any model m, there exists an ordered sequence of elementary actions [α 1 , . . . , α n ] ∈ A * < yielding m when applied to the empty model. The four kinds of actions available in A are (i) the creation of a model element, (ii) the deletion of a model element, (iii) setting a property to a given value in a model element and (iv) setting a reference that binds together two model elements. For example, to build the Java program p j described in Fig. 3a , one can use a sequence of actions S pj that creates a class, names it C, creates an instance variable, names it data, sets its type to String, adds it to C, . . . Class) , setP roperty(e 1 , name, {"C"}), . . .] ∈ A * < Considering a rewriting rule as an action producer introduces the notion of deltas in the formalism. We consider the rewriting not through its resulting AST but through the elementary modifications made on the AST (i.e., a ∆) by the rule to produce the new one. This is compatible with the "rules are black boxes" assumption for two reasons. On the one hand, rewriting tools use a similar mechanism in their rewriting engine, for example by relying on patches for Coccinelle (i.e., ∆s containing elements to add or remove) or on an action model for Spoon (e.g., l.15 in Fig. 2 creates an if statement, and l.20 binds the contents of the setter to this new conditional statement). We model here the application of a sequence of actions to a given AST to modify it, as a generic operator denoted by ⊕ (where executing a given action on the AST is a languagespecific operation). On the other hand, it is possible for certain languages to define a differentiation tool working at the AST level. For example, the GumTree tool [4] exposes the differences between two Java ASTs as the minimal sequence of actions necessary to go from the right one to the left one. We denote such a diff operation using the symbol (language-specific).
This representation is compatible with the previously defined semantics for the apply composition operator.
However, the need for the user to decide an order is implied by the way the rewriting tools are implemented. At the semantic level, the user might not want to order the different rewriting (as seen in the Spoon example). Using our model, it is possible to leverage the ∆s to support an isolated composition of multiple rewriting rules, where the rewriting functions are applied on the very (Fig. 4) . Using this approach, (i) we obtain the two sequences ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 used to yield p 1 and p 2 , (ii) concatenate 7 them into a single one ∆, and (iii) apply the result to the initial program. As a consequence, according to this composition semantic, both postconditions χ 1 and χ 2 must hold in the resulting program p for it to be valid.
An interesting property of the isolated composition is to ensure that all postconditions are valid when applied to a program. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to apply rules in an isolated way: for example, to yield the expected program in the Coccinelle example (Fig. 1d) , it is necessary to always execute the error fixing rule before the allocation optimization one. However, we need to detect that one ordering ensures both postconditions, where the other only ensures the last one. As a consequence, we generalize the application of several rewriting rules to a given program according to two new composition operators that complements the legacy apply one. Using these operators ensures that all the postconditions hold between the initial program and the final one, no matter what happened in between. The seq operator implements the sequential composition of an ordered sequence of rules, and the iso operator implements the isolated application of a set of rules.
4 Detecting syntactic and semantic conflicts (C 2 )
We discriminate conflicts according to two types: (i) syntactic conflicts and (ii) semantic conflicts. The latter are related to the violation of postconditions associated to the rewriting rules. The former are a side effect of the iso operator, considering that ∆s might perform concurrent modifications of the very same tree elements. These two mechanisms address the second challenge of conflict detection (C 2 , Sec. 2).
Syntactic conflicts as overlapping deltas
Let p an AST that defines a class C with a protected attribute named att. Let ρ 1 and ρ 2 two rewriting rules, applied using the iso operator to prevent one to capture the output of the other. On the one hand, applying ϕ 1 to p creates ∆ 1 , which makes att private, with an associated getter and setter. On the other hand, applying ϕ 2 to p creates ∆ 2 , which promotes the very same attribute as a public one. As an attribute cannot be public and private at the very same time, we encounter here a syntactic conflict: applying the two rules ρ 1 and ρ 2 on the same program is not possible as is.
On the one hand, the seq operator cannot encounter a syntactical conflict, as it it assumed to produce a valid AST as output. On the other hand, the iso operator can encounter three kinds of conflicts (Eq. 8) at the syntax level 8 : Concurrent Property Modification (CPM), Concurrent Reference Modification (CRM) and Dangling reference (DR). The first and second situation identify a situation where two rules set a property (or a reference) to different values. It is not possible to automatically decide which one is the right one. The last situation is identified when a rule creates a reference to a model element that is deleted by the other one. This leads to a situation where the resulting program will not compile. Thanks to the definition of these conflicting situations, it is possible to check if a pair of ∆s is conflicting through the definition of a conflict? function. If this function returns true, it means that the two rewriting rules cannot be applied independently on the very same program. One can generalize the conflict? function to a set of ∆s by applying it to the elements that compose the cartesian product of the ∆s to be applied on p.
The syntactical conflict detection gives an information to the software developer: among all the rules used to rewrite the program under consideration, there exist a pair of rules that cannot be applied independently. It is still her responsibility to fix this issue, but at least the issue is explicit and scoped instead of being silently ignored.
Semantic conflicts as postcondition violations
We now consider rewriting rules that are not conflicting at the syntactical level. We focus here on the postconditions defined for each rules, w.r.t. the legacy, sequential and isolated composition operators. We summarize in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 how the different postconditions hold when applying the apply, iso and seq operators to the examples defined in Sec. 2. When composed using the apply operator (p = apply(p, rules)), the only guarantee is that the last postcondition is true. It is interesting to notice that, in both tables, using the apply operator CP M : A * < × A * < → B ∆, ∆ → ∃α ∈ ∆, α ∈ ∆ , α = setP roperty(elem, prop, value) α = setP roperty(elem, prop, value ), value = value
always yields a result that conforms to the associated postcondition, even if the result is not the expected one.
Let rules = [ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n ] ∈ P n a set of rewriting rules. When using the seq operator, ordering issues are detected. For example, in the Coccinelle example, both apply(p c , [ρ k , ρ m ]) and apply(p c , [ρ m , ρ k ]) yield a valid result (i.e. that do not violate postconditions). However, in the last case, the fixed calls to memset introduced by ρ m make the postcondition invalid. When using the seq operator, only seq(p c , [ρ k , ρ m ]) is valid w.r.t. to the postcondition associated to the operator. This detects the fact that fixing the memset size error must be applied before the one that merges the kmalloc and memset calls to support both intentions. The operator also identifies an issue when, in the Spoon example, the guard rule is applied before the other one.
When composed using the iso operator (p = iso(p, rules)), the resulting program is valid only when all the postcondition hold when the rules are simultaneously applied to the input program. On the one hand, when applied to Coccinelle example, this is not the case. The fact that at least one postcondition is violated when using the iso operator gives a very important information to the developers: these two rewriting rules cannot be applied independently on this program. On the other hand, considering the Spoon example, the two rules can be applied in isolation (yielding the result described in Fig. 3d ).
Implementation & Validation
The approach described in this paper is implemented 9 on top of the Spoon framework, in the Java ecosystem. Each rule is defined as a Processor working at the AST level, and we also used the same mechanism to implement the associated postcondition, as another Processor that identifies violations when relevant. 
We consider here as a validation example the development of an Android application. Based on the collaborative catalogue Android Open Source Apps 10 , we selected the RunnerUp 11 application. This application is developed by an external team, is open-source, has a large number of installations (between 10, 000 and 50, 000) and positive reviews in the Android Play Store. From a source code point of view, it has 316 stars on its GitHub repository (December 2017) and have involved 28 contributors since December 2011. It defines 194 classes implemented in 53k lines of code. This application is dedicated to smartphones and smartwatches thus its energy efficiency is very important.
From the software rewriting point of view, we reused here four different rules. The first one, named R λ , is used to migrate plain old iterations to the new λ-based API available since Java 8, helping the piece of software to stay up to date. The second one, named R np , is used to introduce guards preventing null assignments (Fig. 2) in setters, introducing safety in the application. The two others are dedicated to energy consumption anti-pattern fixing: R h replaces HashMaps in the code by a more efficient data structure (ArrayMaps are preferred in the Android context), and R igs inlines internal calls to getter and setters (Sec. 2).
We act here as the maintainer of RunnerUp, who wants to reuse these four rules. As there is no evident dependencies between the rules, she decides to use the iso operator to automatically improve her current version of RunnerUp:
It happens that all the postconditions hold when applied to p ru and p ru , meaning that the iso operator can be used in this case. The maintainer do not have to wonder about ordering issues w.r.t. this set of rules (4! = 24 different orders).
To validate the seq operator, we consider a slightly different implementation of the R igs rule, named R igs . This rule rewrites a setter even if it does not contain a single line assignment, and expects as postcondition that the call to the setter is replaced by the contents of the method in the resulting program. With such a rule, p ru = iso(p ru , {R np , R igs , R h , R λ }) is not valid with respect to its postcondition, as χ igs (p ru , p ru ) does not hold. Actually, the yielded program contains call to the initial contents of the setter, where the guarded one is expected according to this postcondition. Considering this situation, the maintainer is aware that (i) isolated application is not possible when R igs is involved for p ru and (ii) that the conflicting situation might involve this very rule. She can yield a valid program by calling iso(p ru , {R np , R h , R λ }), meaning that these three rules do not interact together on p ru , and thus an order involving R igs must be defined. The main advantage of the seq operator is to fail when a postcondition is violated, indicating an erroneous combination that violates the developers intention. Any call to the seq operator that does put R igs as the last rule will fail, thanks to a postcondition violation. Thus, among 24 different available ordering, the expected one is ensured by calling p ru = seq(p ru , [. . . , R igs ]).
Threats to validity. This experiment does not aim to empirically validate the apply, seq and iso operators with a large number of programs and rules. The point here is to validate the expressiveness of the three operators when confronted to a legacy piece of software that was not developed by the authors of the approach. Further experiments are necessary to empirically identify conflicting cases on a large scale code rewriting, measuring the scalabilityof our approach, but is considered out of the scope of this contribution.
Related Work
Model transformation is "the automatic manipulation of input models to produce output models, that conform to a specification and has a specific intent" [10] . Tool such as T-core [18] targets the definition and execution of rule-based graph transformations. Such transformation rules are defined as (i) a right part that describes the pattern that will trigger the rule and (ii) a left part indicating the expected result once the rules has been executed. It does not indicate how to go from the right part to the left, and only express the expected result. In this paper, we underlined the fact that our rewriting functions are black-boxes that hide their behaviors and inputs (i.e., the right and left parts are hidden). In addition, some rewriting rules implemented in the Android example are not pattern-based and uses a two-pass algorithm to catch relevant elements before processing it.
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP [6] ) aims to separate cross-cutting concerns into aspects that will be weaved on a software. Aspects can be weaved in sequence on the same software, thus interactions between different aspects can occur. Their interactions has been identified and studied [3, 19] . These works focus on their interaction in order to find a possible schedule in their application to avoid any interactions. In this paper, we want to avoid such a scheduling by using the iso composition operator and detect interactions on a given code base. When conflicts are detected, it is possible to reuse aspect-ordering like mechanisms to schedule the application of the rewriting rules.
Transformations can also be directly operated at the code level. Compilers optimize, reorganize, change or delete portions of code according to known heuristics. Works has been done to formalize these transformations and guarantee their correctness [9] . Such tooling, Alive for example, are focused on the correctness of a given rule, expressed in an intermediate domain specific language. A strong assumption of our work is that these transformations are blackboxes, correct, bug-free, and we focus on the interactions between rules instead of rule-correctness itself, making our work complementary to this one.
Other works focus on concurrent modifications that can occurs during a team development. Concurrent refactorings can occur when multiple developers work on the same code and incompatibility can be detected [11] . Such refactoring can be considered as white-boxes graph transformations. Each refactoring is formalized as a function that captures elements in a graph and updates them. This work focus on refactoring operations only, and need to formalize and specify the captured inputs of the refactoring (i.e., the pattern that needs to be captured), breaking the black-box assumption of the contribution described in this paper.
Work has been done in Software Product Lines (SPL) to safely evolve it by applying step-wise modifications [17, 1] . A modification is brought by socalled delta modules that specify changes to be operated on a core module of a SPL. A delta module can operate a finite set of changes in the SPL (e.g., add/remove a superclass, add/remove an interface), and is considered as a whitebox function. In addition, conflicting applications of delta modules is solved by explicitly defining an ordering. The sequence of application is explicitly defined by chaining the execution of modules. The white-box paradigm, along the explicit dependency declaration does not match our constraints and initial hypothesis. Finally, the delta-oriented programming of SPL is focused on the safety of a delta module: is a given function safe?, will it bring inconsistencies?, will it perform inconsistent queries? It does not deal with the safe application of multiple delta modules.
Conclusions & Perspectives
In this paper, we identified the composition problem that exists when composing multiple rewriting rules using state of practice tools such as Coccinelle or Spoon. We proposed a formal model to represent rewriting rules in a way compatible with such tools. Through the reification of the deltas introduced by each rule on a given program, we defined two composition operators seq and iso used to safely compose the given rules. The safety is ensured by the validation of postconditions associated to each rule. This enables to detect badly composed rules that would silently ignore developers' intention if sequentially applied. We implemented the model and operators, and applied them on an external Android application, using four rewriting rules designed to identify and fix anti-patterns, following the latest guidelines from Google for Android development.
Contrarily to related work approaches that assume an access to the internal definition of the rewriting rules, we advocate from a reuse point of view the necessity to be fully compatible with state of practice tools that do not expose such information. We intent to extend this work by (i) introducing results from the state of the art in the existing tools and (ii) applying methods from the test community to the rules. For the former, one can imagine an annotationbased mechanism where a rule would describe in a non-invasive way the elements it selects, as well as the one it produces. Such metadata, when available, will provide a more accurate way to identify conflicts in the general case instead of doing it program by program. For the latter, we believe that property-based testing could help to assess rewriting rules composition safety. By generating input programs under given assumptions, it is possible to explore how the rules interact between each others and perform an empirical evaluation of the conflict rate. This might also lead to the reverse engineering of the rules to automatically extract from such applications the selected and rewritten elements.
